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Problem Statement

Results

Recommedations

Our results indicated that the greatest amount of standard error
was concentrated at 2b (EKG Performed—EKG Interpreted)

The Medical Center of Central Georgia currently has the capabilities to treat patients diagnosed with a ST-elevation Myocardial Infarction (STEMI). The current

We used the median value as the core tendency measure because
each process had a non normal distribution. With it we were able
to find the total process time for the historical data we were provided.

guideline set by the American Heart Association and the American College of Cardiology for a code STEMI is a 90 minute door-to-balloon total time. The purpose
of this project is to explain the preliminary design that will allow for an achievable
door-to-balloon process within the clients targeted standard time of 60 minutes.

The standard error is representative the amount of variation within
each stage. There for we decided to create Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP) to help eliminate variation in procedure times.
The overall standard error will be reduce as the SOP are implemented.

With the completion of the preliminary design we were able to identify areas of focus, identify where the greatest possible reduction variation of performance
measures are, and improve a process that would allow for establishing a door-toballoon time less than or equal to 60 minutes.

Our CDR focused on developing SOP for EKG Performed and
Cardiologist/STEMI team Notified.

Value Stream Map
Our Client also requested the development of a value stream map.
The one to the left has detailed
stages and the procedures with in
each stage. This directly relates to
the table under the Data Analysis
heading.
The Non-value added (NVA)
times are representative of the
time the patient spends waiting
and is being transported.

This is the current process flow diagram for a code STEMI process.
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We recommend that the Medical Center of Central Georgia continue
reviewing other stages with large variations in time in order to help
reach the door-to-balloon time with in 60 minutes.
Although, due to time constraints and work environment limitation the
SOP were not inplimented in time for the Critical Design review our
client is please with the submitted SOP. The next step for the hospital
is to implement and continue making each step standardized..
Below is a sample of the SOP outline.

Standard Operating Procedure no.
Title:
Prepared by:
Presented to:
Date:
Ratified by:
Date:
Links to policies:
Review Date:

Purpose of this document:
Scope of this SOP:
Competencies required:
Procedure:
Standards
Item
Decisions variables
Questions

%

Exceptions

References:

Acknowledgements

STEMI Called
4

Our group successfully developed the necessary Standard Operating
Procedures and developed a detailed value stream map with Value and
Non-value added times specified.

Needle Stick - Reperfusion time

Above is the table that represents each stage of the code STEMI process. Our
group applied basic statistics when reviewing the historical data for these stages.
This includes finding the mean, median, standard deviation, and standard error
for each stage. By identifying the stage with the highest level of standard error
we can find which areas have the great room for improvement. In the Results
heading you will be able to see our result charts.

Performing EKG

Notifying Cardiologist

Academic research and STEMI team meetings
where the foundation to creating SOP that were
clear and would effectively improve the process.
Here are two samples of the items that were added to the procedures developed by the group.
The left indicates where to apply Biotabs to patients body receiving an EKG.
The right is a visual flow chart of how to notify
the STEMI team of a code STEMI.
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